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New Clay Arabesque Ceramic Tiles Offer Classic Spanish Touch

The geometrically inclined Arabesque pattern, part of our extensive ceramic tile collection, pays homage to
the rich look of classic clay bisque tiles that have been used throughout Spain, the Mediterranean, and
northern Africa for centuries.

LOS ANGELES - May 14, 2013 - PRLog -- Similar in their hand-crafted workmanship to our line of
Arabesque Spanish Cement Tile, our Clay Arabesque Ceramic Tile collection pays homage to its Moorish
and Spanish tile roots with deep, rich colors and intriguing geometric shapes. The clay Arabesque tiles
pictured above are from Aljafería Palace, a fortified medieval Islamic palace built during the 11th century
in Zaragoza, Spain. As you can see, hand-crafted clay bisque tiles are truly timeless elements.

Further adding to its inherit rustic appeal is the fact that our decorative, hand-painted Clay Arabesque
Ceramic Tile is produced using a classic extruded red clay body. Using this method of production only
enhances this collection�s appeal.

Manufactured in the USA, these high-fired classic terracotta tiles offer unsurpassed flexibility as they can
be customized for any décor need with traditional unglazed bisque colors, glazed bisque colors, glazed
blends, and more than 50 studio glaze shades.

From contemporary to rustic, our Clay Arabesque Ceramic Tile collection is sure to fit any need in any
setting whether it�s for walls or floors, indoors or outdoors. There are 6 designs within this collection. Our
online product catalog details the available styles, tile sizes, shapes, formats, color, and price for each
design. Remember, each piece is handcrafted, therefore, please expect to receive them within 4 to 6 weeks
from the time your order is placed.

Lastly, by using our Clay Arabesque Ceramic Tile in your next design project, you'll feel good knowing
your choice is also good for the environment. Along with being made in the USA, this collection is made
using clay sourced from California and includes 33% recycled post-industrial content.
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